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Body systems worksheet anatomy and physiology

Professionals working in the field of anatomy and physiology deal with the body, its parts and functions. There are various career opportunities for people who want to specialize in these fields, as these subjects are the basis for medicine, forensic science, therapy, pharmaceutical industry and biomedical research. Each job requires a
different level of education and training. Doctors diagnose and treat diseases and injuries. They analyze patients, review their medical histories, recommend medications, conduct and analyze diagnostic tests. Surgeons carry out operations to treat injuries and diseases. Doctors sometimes receive further training and specialize in
anesthesiology, family medicine, pediatrics, dermatology, obstetrics and gynecology. Typically, doctors must have a Bachelor of Science degree, attend four years of medical school, and complete three to eight years of internship and residency training. They also have to pass the U.S. Medical Licensing Examination to be licensed. The
annual average compensation for GPs was $202,392, while those with medical specialties earned $356,885 in 2010, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Registered nurses manage and provide care for patients. They record patient observations, provide medicines and treatment, follow doctors' orders, help with
diagnostic tests, educate patients and their families about disease management. Nurses may specialize in becoming an addiction nurse, cardiovascular nurse, critical care nurse, genetics nurse, neonatology nurse, nephrology nurse, rehabilitation nurse, and advanced nurse. Aspiring RNs can obtain a diploma from an accredited care
program, or associate or bachelor's degree in care. Diploma programs usually offer practical training and are associated with a hospital or medical facility. Most nurses get a bachelor's degree that offers a more in-depth study of science and leadership, along with all the requirements of an associate degree and diploma programs.
Registered nurses must also be licensed to take the National Licensing Board exam. According to the BLS, the average annual salary of registered nurses in 2010 was $64,690. Occupational therapists help patients regain strength and improve the skills needed for daily life and work. They set up treatment plans using observations about
their patients. This includes activities with specific goals the patient must accomplish. Occupational therapists can also check their patients' homes or workplaces to determine the necessary changes will help recovery and day-to-day activities. They also trained family members of their patients and employers in how to care for and assist
patients. Occupational therapists should have a master's degree, and although not required, they sometimes take the National Board of Certification of Professional Therapists exam. According to the BLS, the average annual salary they earned was $72,320 in 2010. Physiotherapists help to rehabilitate and treat patients with chronic
injuries or diseases. They help patients recover, cope with pain and improve their movement. Their responsibilities include diagnosing the patient's dysfunctional movements, creating treatment plans, using exercise, practical therapy and equipment. Physiotherapists teach patients and their families about expectations and guide them with
survival strategies during recovery. They must receive a doctorate in physical therapy, complete a residency program and take the National Physical Therapy Examination. According to the BLS, their average annual salary was $76,310 in 2010. Paramedics primarily provide care to patients during an emergency. They answer 911 calls,
determine the patient's condition and plan a course of treatment. They ensure the safety of their patients during transport and transfer to the emergency room, as well as reporting their observations to medical staff. In addition, they must report all the medical care they have provided to their patients. Paramedics must have a high school
diploma and cardiopulmonary resuscitation certification. They may receive formal emergency training at community colleges or technical institutes. They must also obtain certification through the National Register of Emergency Physicians. Their average annual compensation was $30,360 in 2010. The main focus in the treatment of
Crohn's disease is to prevent outbreaks as well as reduce and alleviate symptoms. Doctors prescribe anti-inflammatory drugs such as aspirin, mezalamin, (asacol, pentas), corticosteroids and antibiotics, immunosuppressants and biological therapy. Click for more information about the symptoms and treatment of Crohn's disease Human
bodyNervous SystemBrainBrainBrainMedically reviewed by The Healthline Medical Network - Author edited by Healthline - Updated January 20, 2018Much The brain's physiological task includes obtaining information from the rest of the body, interpreting this information and then guiding the body's response to it. Types of brain input
interprets include smells, light, sounds and pain. The brain also helps perform vital operations such as breathing, maintaining blood pressure, and releasing hormones (chemical signals that control certain cells and organs). The brain is divided into sections. These sections include the cerebellum, cerebellum, meloncephalo, and brain
stem. Each of these parts is responsible for certain parts of the overall brain function. Larger in turn, they are divided into smaller areas that handle smaller parts of the work. Different areas are often shared by the for the same task. The brain is the largest part of the brain. It is responsible for memory, speech, feelings, emotional response
and more. It is divided into several sections called shares. These lobes are called frontal, temporal, dark and occipious; each processes a specific segment of the brain's tasks. The cerebellum is located below and behind the brain and is attached to the brain stem. It controls motor function, the body's ability to balance, and its ability to
interpret information sent to the brain by the eyes, ears and other senses. Brain stem functions adjusting include breathing, blood pressure, some reflexes, and changes that occur in the body during what is called a fight or flight response. The brain stem is also divided into several separate sections: the middle brain, pons and oblong
medal. Diencephalone is located inside the brain above the brain stem. Its tasks include sensory function, food intake control, and the body's sleep cycle. As in other parts of the brain, it is divided into sections. These include thalamus, hypothalamus and epithalamus. The brain is protected from damage by several layers of protection. The
outer bones of the skull. Under the skull are shells, a number of strong membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord. Inside, the brain is softened by fluid. However, the brain may suffer from damage, become sick, or malfunction. These problems can include cancer, physical injuries such as skull fractures, and ruptures of blood
vessels that supply the brain. The last medical review on February 19, 2015. The system breaks down food, extracts nutrients from it and converts them into energy. The digestive tract begins this involuntary process as soon as you swallow the food. Saliva begins to break down food, and other enzymes in the digestive tract expand this
process. As digestion continues, the food is propelled from organ to organ through muscle constrictions called peristalsis. The largest parts of the digestive system include: the esophagus: a hollow organ in the neck and chest area that connects the mouth and stomach. Muscles here move food to the stomach. Stomach: A large organ that
holds and digests food through a mixture of enzymes and acids. The food stays here for less than four hours. Liver: This organ helps filter toxins from the blood and produces bile, which helps break down proteins, carbohydrates and fats. Gallbladder: This bag-like body stores bile produced by the liver and then releases it as needed.
Pancreas: This organ produces insulin, which helps in breaking down sugar. Small intestine: The small intestine receives food from the stomach and begins to break down food, while absorbing most of it Large intestine: This organ is filled with billions of harmless bacteria that turn food into faeces when water and electrolytes are removed
for use in the body. Rectal: At the end of the colon, this small space is a temporary feces storage area. Anus: This is the outer opening of the rectum where the faeces are expelled. The link between all these organs and their fluids requires a delicate balance that can easily be disrupted by numerous factors including diet, stress, illness,
and more.Common digestive problems include:IndigestionDiarrheaConstipationAcid refluxFood poisoningPeptic bowel ulcers (IBS)Other problems are associated with serious conditions, which affect parts of the digestive system, including: Celiac hepatitCron in the diseaseGrostroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)DiabetesCirrhosis
liverCancers: colorectal, stomach, pancreas, bowel and liver Researchers of the Department of Physiology integrate many disciplines to understand the functions of individual systems in the whole body and the mechanisms that produce and support life. The Faculty addresses issues such as molecular control of cell membrane activity,
intercellular and intracellular communication, coordinated cellular signaling for organ development and embryonic mammalian development. They use computational techniques, genetics and post-genomic strategies to study these problems in a variety of organisms, from bacteria and yeast to zebras, mice and humans. The Faculty
participates in a number of postgraduate programs, including the program of cellular and molecular physiology.Director     anatomy and physiology body systems worksheet answers
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